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International Workshop on the Standardization of Diagnostics and
Metrology Protocols
14-15 February 2019 - Dolní Břežany (Czechia)

Introduction
As part of Work Package 4 (WP4) of ELITRANS, teams of the three ELI facilities worked over three years on
the collection and analysis of the interfacing parameters and metrology procedures relevant to the primary
sources (lasers and gamma) and secondary sources foreseen at the ELI facilities. The parameters and
recommended protocols are described and defined in deliverables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.
As a conclusion to the activities of WP4, the ELI Delivery Consortium organized a closing workshop aiming at
presenting the outcomes of the work to a wider community and discuss the opportunity of and conditions
under which a standardization initiative could be undertaken. The workshop built in particular on the initial
results of an online survey, which are reported in deliverable 4.7 – “Results of the user online survey about
parameters and protocols at ELI“.
The workshop focused on the parameters and measurement protocols of the lasers and secondary sources,
considering the difficulty to convene in the same event experts having knowledge in the metrology aspects
of both lasers and gamma beams.

Participants
The workshop was held at ELI Beamlines (Dolní Břežany) on 14-15 February 2019.
33 representatives of major international high-peak-power laser facilities and from the photonics industry as
well as staff of the ELI facilities took part in the event. The size of the audience and its representativeness
were perfectly suited to the objectives and participative format of the event.
The list of participants is provided in Appendix 1. Major international high-peak-power laser facilities or
research institutions dedicated to the science and applications of high-power ultra-short pulse lasers were
represented, such as CLPU (Spain), HZDR (Germany), CELIA (France), IZEST (France), INRS (Canada) – and the
photonics industry (Thales, Femtoeasy, Amplitude Laser, Soucelab, National Energetics).
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Figure 1 – Participants in the Workshop on the standardization of diagnostics and metrology protocols (1415 February 2019 - Dolní Břežany, Czechia)

Program of the event
The program of the workshop is provided below. It was designed and structured so as to facilitate both
communication of the main results of WP4 to external participants and active participation of the audience
to discussions on follow-up opportunities. The workshop was held over 2 half days and included a social
dinner.
The first two sessions aimed at providing an overview of the results of the activities of the work package and
at getting some practical insight on metrology challenges at the ELI Facilities. The third session involved
representatives of five industrial companies, who communicated feedback on their perception of these
challenges. The second day was mainly dedicated to drawing conclusions on how the work performed within
WP4 could be expanded and to what extent and under what conditions the community of high-power laser
facilities could engage into the definition of commonly accepted parameters and measurement protocols.
Thursday 14th February – Day 1
12h30-13:30

Registration and buffer lunch

13:30-13:45

Introduction
• Welcome address, scope and objectives of the workshop (F. Gliksohn, ELIDC)

13:45-14:30

Session 1 - Overview of results of ELITRANS diagnostics work package
(WP4)
• Protocols and procedures for measurement of laser interfacing parameters
(D. Ursescu, ELI-NP)
• Protocols and procedures for measurement of secondary sources
interfacing parameters (F. Canova, ELI-DC)
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14:30-16:00

Session 2 - Diagnostics and metrology challenges at ELI Facilities
• ELI-ALPS (R. Lopez-Martens, LOA/ENSTA)
• ELI Beamlines (J. Nedjl, ELI-Beamlines)
• ELI-NP (D. Ursescu, ELI-NP)

16:00-16:30

Coffee break

16:30-18:00

Session 3 - Contributions from industry
• Sourcelab (F. Sylla)
• Femtoeasy (A. Dubrouil)
• Thales (C. Simon-Boisson)
• Amplitude Laser Group (L. Vigroux)
• National Energetics (M. Donovan)

19:00

Dinner

Friday 15th February – Day 2
09:00-10:00

Session 4 - Results from User survey
• Presentation of results of user survey (ELI representative)
• Contribution from participants and discussion

10:00-12:00

Closing session - Future standardisation opportunities
• Roundtable on standardisation opportunities at ELI and community level

Summary of the sessions
Contributions to the sessions were mainly oral presentations with significant amount of time reserved to
questions. The closing session was organized as an open discussion with all participants moderated by ELIDC representatives. The participants’ presentations are provided for in Appendix 2.
Introduction
F. Gliksohn (ELI-DC) introduced the workshop reminding the participants of the goals of ELITRANS and of the
specific objectives and structure of WP4. He introduced the format of the workshop and its main purposes,
i.e. to present the work done within WP4 to a selected group of representatives of operators/developers, of
users and of photonics industry to collect their feedback and identify the actions needed to foster
standardization of diagnostics and metrology protocols at laser-based facilities in the long term.
Session 1 - Overview of results of ELITRANS diagnostics work package (WP4)
During this session, the ELITRANS deliverables 6.1 “Definition of user-facility interface” and 4.2 “Protocol and
Procedures for the measurement of the interfacing laser parameters” were presented in detail by D. Ursescu
(ELI-NP). In the Q&A part of the session, a number of participants underlined the quality of the work and its
relevance and expressed the general view that the parameters and procedure identified in the deliverables
describe relatively adequately high-peak-power lasers and secondary sources, though a more granular
approach by class of lasers was recommended.
Two topics were identified as key technological problems to be addressed in future projects to push further
the standardization of diagnostics and metrology protocols:
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•
•

Sampling/downsizing of the beam for metrology (especially for high-peak-power lasers);
Acquisition conditions for the metrology and the user demands: real time, averaged, single-shot?

Session 2: Diagnostics and metrology challenges at ELI Facilities
During this session, representatives of the ELI facilities – R. Lopez-Martens (ELI-ALPS), D. Kramer and P.
Nejdl (ELI-Beamlines) and D. Ursescu (ELI-NP) – presented in detail the challenges of diagnostics and
metrology in their facilities.
Four topics were identified as crucial issues to be solved to allow the implementation of these techniques:
•
•
•
•

Key technological problem: the impact of the measuring conditions on the repeatability of the
metrology and of the spatio-temporal effects on measures needs to be addressed systematically;
Cost of diagnostics and metrology: the equipment for metrology and diagnostics can represent up to
30% of the beamline costs;
Training of the operators: the metrology of high-peak-power lasers and secondary sources requires
a specific training of the operators to guarantee the quality and consistency of the measurements;
Feedback from manufacturers: to better appreciate the limits and the errors of the metrology tools,
manufacturers should provide detailed feedback on the statistics of the performance of the
equipment.

Session 3: Contributions from industry
Sourcelab and Femtoeasy presented their latest developments respectively in the area of spatio-temporal
metrology with characterization of EM field in space-time/frequency to control focusing with a new kind of
sensor technology and in the area of beam shaping and pulse characterization with innovative FROG and
autocorrelation systems.
Thales, the Amplitude Laser Group and National Energetics discussed the challenges of the metrology of
Multi-PW laser systems.
•
•
•

Thales presented the system being developed for ELI-NP and the related complex metrology installed
to control the large diameter beam and the operation of the system;
The Amplitude Laser Group presented the laser system they are developing for ELI-ALPS and
discussed the key diagnostics developed to control very short pulses and measure contrast ratio with
very high dynamic range (13 order of magnitude);
National Energetics presented the L4 system they are developing for ELI-Beamlines and discussed
the diagnostics put in place and responding specifically to this very high-energy laser parameters.

All industry representatives insisted that they are developing a broad range of diagnostics specifically for
such high-power laser systems in order to respond to acceptance tests, but also to maintain stable and
reliable operating conditions. During the discussions that followed the presentations, several points were
discussed including, among others:
•
•
•

The necessity to have ISO specifications and importance of building consensus among industrial
companies and laboratories;
The challenges related to large beam scanning and characterization and spatio-temporal effects;
The response and reliability of various existing diagnostics used and tested on different test bench
and experimental configurations.
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Session 4: Results from User survey
In view of the workshop, the ELITRANS WP4 team designed a survey aiming at collecting the opinions and
comments of external experts (users, operators, industry) on the procedures and protocols defined by the
ELITRANS working group (see deliverable 4.7 for more details). The attendees of the workshop were invited
to review the survey format and content. The objective of this session was to identify the best approach to
maximize the response rate to the survey and the meaningfulness of the response.
The main conclusions of the discussion were:
•

•

The current format of the survey requires 30-45 minutes per topic (lasers, secondary sources). The
participants suggested to break the survey down into 2 parts, one for the list of parameters and the
other for the metrology procedures, in order to allow each individual survey to be addressed in
maximum 15 minutes;
The feedback on the survey must include the category or class of laser source that the participant
uses, to put the comments on the parameters and on the metrology procedures in perspective.

Closing Session: Future standardization opportunities
The closing session summarized the contributions of the different sessions. The discussion was moderated
by F. Canova (ELI-DC) and F. Gliksohn (ELI-DC) to collect the participants’ point of view on the topics
highlighted during the event.
The roundtable addressed also the opportunity of creating working groups to address these topics more in
detail in the framework of future projects.
The main conclusions of the discussion are described below.
1/ Key technological problems of metrology and diagnostics
•

•
•

•

Sampling of the beam for metrology (especially for high-peak-power lasers): this is a complex and
crucial problem for the metrology of high-peak-power lasers. It is recommended that a working
group be established to work on this subject in detail.
Acquisition conditions for the metrology and user demands (real time, averaged, single-shot): the
acquisition conditions must be discussed in detail with users to fit their needs.
Impact of the measuring conditions on the repeatability of the metrology: a number of participants
underlined the need for specific training of the operators performing measurements and for detailed
feedback from the devices’ manufacturers on the metrology limits and errors.
Spatio-temporal effects on measures: this is a complex and crucial problem for the metrology of highpeak-power lasers. It is recommended that a working group be established to work on this subject in
detail.

2/ Opportunity and conditions of standardization of the area of metrology
The current offer of ISO standard for high-peak power lasers is incomplete and partially without practical
relevant to the classes of lasers that will be available at the ELI Facilities. The participants suggested that an
ISO-compatible approach be used in the definition of the standards. It is recommended that a dedicated
working group be established in the future to work on this. Industry representatives confirmed their
readiness to get involved in this process.
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3/ Role of the different actors of the community
The problems related to the metrology and diagnostics are equally important for the developers/operators,
for users, and for the industry involved in the development of high-peak-power lasers and secondary sources.
All stakeholders should therefore get involved in any standardization initiative to bring their experience and
specific perspective.
4/ Additional topics suggested by the participants during the discussion
The participants underlined the importance of data management and access in the relation to metrology and
diagnostics. The requirement is to have the data stored following standard security rules, and a common
data format should be proposed to facilitate comparisons of results and benchmarking of the instruments.
The safety of the metrology activities was also underlined as a key topic as high-peak-power lasers and
secondary sources diagnostics require manipulating potentially harmful photon beams.
5/ Next steps
The participants agreed that ELI should take a central and leading role in this area given its critical mass and
technological edge. It was recommended that ELI establish a work program in this field involving
representatives of the various communities along the way to provide feedback.
The objective of this initiative should be to have diagnostics and metrology protocols widely accepted by the
community and used routinely by large laser facilities in Europe in in 4-5 years from now.

Conclusions
The event received positive feedback from the participants and is considered by the organizers as a successful
conclusion of the work package’s activities, given the quality and depth of the discussions. Representatives
of users, source developers and the industry underlined the relevance of the topics of the workshop and all
expressed willingness to remain involved. They support the organization of follow-up workshops on specific
aspects underlined during the event.
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Appendix 1 – List of registered participants
Name

Affiliation

Country

Andreasson Jakob

ELI-Beamlines

Czech Republic

Angelov Borislav

ELI-Beamlines

Czech Republic

Börzsönyi Adam

ELI-ALPS

Hungary

Burgy Frédéric

CELIA

France

Canova Federico

ELI- DC

Belgium

Donovan Mike

National Energetics

US

Dubrouil Antoine

Femto Easy

France

Dumergue Mathieu

ELI-ALPS

Hungary

Finke Ondřej

ELI-Beamlines

Czech Republic

Giuffrida Lorenzo

ELI-Beamlines

Czech Republic

Gliksohn Florian

ELI-DC

Belgium

Grepl Filip

ELI-Beamlines

Czech Republic

Chaulagain Uddhab

ELI-Beamlines

Czech Republic

Khakurel Krishna

ELI-Beamlines

Czech Republic

Kieffer Jean Claude

INRS

Canada

Kramer Daniel

ELI-Beamlines

Czech Republic

Lopez-Martens Rodrigo

Laboratoire d'Optique Appliquée

France

Margarone Daniele

ELI-Beamlines

Czech Republic

Mendez Cruz

CLPU

Espana

Nagymihaly Roland
Sandor
Neascu Catalin

ELI-ALPS

Hungary

AMPLITUDE LASER

Austria

Nejdl Jaroslav

ELI-Beamlines

Czech Republic

Procházková Barbora

ELI-Beamlines

Czech Republic

Secareanu Radu

ELI-NP

Romania

Simon-Boisson Christophe

Thales

France

Sylla François

SourceLAB

France
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Tryus Maksym

ELI-Beamlines

Czech Republic

Ursescu Daniel

ELI-NP

Romania

Velyhan Andriy

ELI-Beamlines

Czech Republic

Vigroux Luc

AMPLITUDE LASER

France

Weeks Allen

ELI-DC

Belgium

Wheeler Jonathan

École polytechnique - IZEST

France

Zeil Karl

HZDR

Germany
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Appendix 2 – Presentations

Opening Remarks

Florian Gliksohn, ELI-DC
ELITRANS WP4 workshop
14 February 2019, ELI-BL, Dolní Břežany

ELITRANS in Brief
General objective:
“Complement the final implementation stage of ELI, parallel to the completion
of the three construction sites, by preparing and undertaking the backtransformation from three legally independent construction projects towards
governance, operation and financing under a single international legal entity,
ELI-ERIC. Develop, evaluate and compare a comprehensive set of scenarios
and models for the legal basis (statutes) and operational concepts for a future
ELI international organization, ELI-ERIC”.
Project timing:
42 months (September 2015 – February 2019)
Consortium members:
Beneficiaries: ELI-DC, ELI-ALPS, ELI-BL, ELI-NP, KIT, PRÁCE-AISBL, EGI
LTP: STFC, Elettra, DESY
Budget:
3.4 M EUR
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Work Packages

WP4 - Diagnostics
Task 1
Definition of facility-user interfaces for all ELI facilities. Set of most relevant parameters to
fully characterize the light sources provided to users. Find a most appropriate common way
of displaying the source parameters for the various user communities.

Task 2
Development of protocols and procedures to measure the user-facility parameters, to be
implemented at all ELI facilities, including quality control.

Task 3
First steps towards international standardization of these methods and protocols, together
with the scientific communities and the industry.

Task 4
Foresight activities: foresight and upgrade strategies of the laser, gamma, and secondary
sources of the ELI facilities, investigation of the standardization possibilities for gamma
beam and the secondary sources
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Challenges
Short-term goal of WP:
Exchange information on:
- The specifications of the sources
- Diagnostics strategy
- Already available (purchased, procured) diagnostics

Long term:
Define:
- a mutually agreed basic diagnostic pool to respond to user requirements
- strategy / effort for development of missing diagnostics
- share the results of R&D on diagnostics
- Mutually agreed measurement procedures / protocols

Workshop Objectives and
Structure
Main objectives
• Share information in a broader way internally and externally on the status
regarding the identification of interfacing parameters and the definition of
measurement protocols
• Get feedback on the relevance of the parameters and procedures
• Identify areas of focus for future work at a community-level
• Discuss way-forward for a community approach to these questions
Structure
• Day 1:
• Overview of deliverables
• Industry perspective
• Day 2:
• Results of online survey
• Way-forward
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EUROPEAN UNION

Project co‐financed by the European Regional Development Fund through the Competitiveness Operational Programme
“Investing in Sustainable Development”
Extreme Light Infrastructure-Nuclear Physics
(ELI-NP) - Phase II
nuclear physics

Protocols and procedures
for the measurement of the interfacing laser parameters
Daniel Ursescu
ELI‐NP, Research Activities 1: Laser System

ELITRANS Workshop, 14.02.2019, Czech Republic

Objectives

Protocols and
dures for the meas

• 0 D parameters – global characterization
• Energy and power essentially falls under ISO 11554‐2008. However, this standard is mainly adapted
to CW lasers and long pulse lasers.
• We have adapted the standard to these specificities.
Remarks:
‐ the power obtained by these methods are sensitive to the presence of Amplified Spontaneous Emission
(ASE).

• 1 D parameter – Fourier related to time
• ISO 13695 gives definitions and protocols for spectral measurements and spectral parameters.
They were defined for long pulses (ns to cw) and are not anymore applicable to large bandwidth
sources Parameters (central wavelength, bandwidth, …) should now be calculated in the
frequency domain and converted to wavelength. In fact, relations for time‐frequency duality
relate to the spectrum expressed as a function of frequency not wavelength. However,
spectrometers essentially provide the spectral intensity as a function of wavelength.

Remarks:
‐ Note that computing the first order moment with 𝑆(𝜆) as suggested by the definition 3.6 of ISO 13695
may differ significantly from computing with 𝑆(𝜔) as suggested here for large bandwidth and distorted
spectra as those observed for ultrashort pulses.
‐ The integration runs in principle up to infinity but in practice over a finite domain. Here we suggest to
define 𝜔𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥 as the frequencies for which the signal reaches the noise level of the
spectrometer.
Remark:
‐ The measurement should specify the dynamic range (8, 12, 14, 16, … bits) or in dB.
‐ Due to potential spatio‐temporal couplings, the spectrum may differ depending where the spectrum is
measured. Therefore, either the measurement is made on the full beam aperture or if it has been
sampled, the measurement report should describe which part of the beam have been sampled.
Procedure: The spectral phase is directly provided by spectral interferometric techniques such as SPIDER,
Wizzler and indirectly provided by other spectrographic methods such as FROG or Dscan.

• 1 D parameter – Fourier related to frequency
• Pulse duration falls under ISO 11554.

Temporal Strehl ratio = RMS actual pulse duration / RMS FTL pulse duration
Remark: As with the spatially defined Strehl ratio, the temporal Strehl ratio is typically only meaningful
if the system is well‐corrected, operating near the transform limit and the chirp rate is nearly constant
(i.e. ‐ 𝑑 𝑑𝑡 𝜑(𝑡) ≈ 0).

• 2 D parameter
• Standardized

• Specific to ultrashort pulses

• 0 D parameter
• ISO measurements might not be appropriate for complex ultrashort pulses

A general conclusion of the
deliverables
• The ELI facilities will characterize these parameters based on the specific needs and make them available to the
user community on request
• The parameters, as well as the protocols for measurement will be common to all ELI‐pillars where they are
relevant
• The presented protocols and procedures shall be updated periodically based on the community experience and
new available measurement technologies
• For the follow up of this metrology aspects we propose to set up a working group that shall continue its work
beyond ELITRANS project.

Thank you!
ELI‐NP Team, March 5, 2013
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Diagnostics & metrology
challenges at ELI‐ALPS
Rodrigo Lopez‐Martens

Strategy
Phase 1
Select, homogenize and adapt protocols for parameters where international standards (ISO)
already exist

Phase 2
Investigate measurement protocols and procedures for parameters where ample knowledge
has been accumulated in the scientific community

Phase 3
Develop new and reliable measurement protocols concerning specific source parameters for
which no measurement standards exist (R&D for primary & secondary sources)

Goal
‐ Define set of relevant parameters that fully characterize light sources provided to users
‐ Find appropriate & common way of displaying of source parameters for the different user
communities and industries

Leads and participants
in the various FIELDS
Lasers
Temporal
Spatial
Spectral
Energy/power
Metrology
Sampling

ALPS, BL, NP
ALPS, BL, NP
ALPS, BL, NP
ALPS, BL, NP
ALPS, BL, NP
ALPS, BL, NP

Secondary sources
Hard X‐ray (plasma, )
XUV (S/H HG, FEL)
Particle
Gamma
THz

ALPS, BL, NP
ALPS, BL, NP
ALPS, BL, NP
ALPS, BL, NP
ALPS, BL, NP

DL1 ‐ User facility interface parameters
Methodology
Two groups
‐ source Developers (Dev): interested in wide range of parameters
‐ Users (Users): interested in basic output parameters relevant to the source itself
The relevance level is defined as:
0 Highest relevance: essential parameter for the users
4 Lowest relevance: highest degree of sophistication or detail, not interesting for
the users
The complexity level describes the characterization method / device of the given source
parameter as:
0 Lowest device complexity
4 Highest device complexity

DL2 – Laser diagnostics protocol
Methodology
Start from the DL6.1 – interface parameters.
Look at the current standards.
Take what is relevant.
In non‐relevant cases:
Consider the best practice
Revise / adjust / refine it.
Test them on ELI‐ALPS sources (ongoing, heavy involvement of industry)

Temporal parameters:
Primary sources (Lasers)

Temporal parameters:
Secondary sources
Temporal

ELI‐ALPS

Parameters
Duration
Real pulse duration (fwhm and rms)
Pulse duration fluctuations
Fourier Transform Limited duration
Temporal shape
Intensity profile
Field envolope
Chirp
Field waveform

Relevance (0..4) Complexity
Dev
User

Parameter
type

0
1
0

0
1
0

2
2
1

Value
Value
Value

2
1
2
2

2
1
2
2

2
2
2
2

Curve
Curve
Value
Curve

Unit

asec
asec
asec

fs2

Temporal diagnostic protocols: Duration

Duration: Factory Acceptance Tests
SYLOS 1

HF front-end

Temporal diagnostic protocols: Contrast

Contrast: FAT for HF OPCPA front‐end
HF front-end

Temporal diagnostic protocols: CEP

CEP: FAT of SYLOS 1
SYLOS 1

Metrology challenges: primary sources
 User habits/preferences/setups
 Trusted/proprietary devices from laser manufacturers
 How do different people sample their beam? IP issues?
 Integration of spatio‐temporal diagnostics  intensity at focus (on target)

 Solutions:
 Combine results from several measurement methods (device benchmarking)
 Train ELI staff/future users/industry actors (e.g. ELISS summer school, PYLA training
courses, tutorials at conferences/user meetings?)
 Lobbying from physical societies (APS, OSA, ICUIL?)
 Need to bring manufacturers/developers and users together as much as possible

Metrology challenges: secondary sources
 Applicability of measurement methods depend on source type and maturity (asec pulses
generated by gas harmonics vs plasma harmonics)
 Measurement techniques yield different results!
 IVAC: average pulse envelope
 RABBITT: average duration over pulse train
 asec streaking: duration of XUV pulse and IR vector potential
 FROG‐CRAB yields full reconstruction of XUV + IR fields
 Depends on detector response (e.g. spectral resolution for FROG‐CRAB)
 Rely on specific photoionization model (gating function, intensity‐dependent)
 Temporal measurement not always at same place and time as experiment (propagation
effects, drifts, STCs), how to we sample the beam??
 Need single‐shot & online measurement techniques !
 Need to deal with spatio‐temporal couplings !
 Beam sampling in XUV/X‐ray ?

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

Advanced (complete) parameters

Metrology & Diagnostic
challenges in ELI

Daniel Kramer on behalf of ELI Beamlines laser team

Date:

Page:

Main challenges in Metrology
• Interferometry of large coated flats
• 1064nm Fizeau seems important
• Interferometry of OAPs
• Large aperture and ball or transmission sphere and large RF
• Reflectivity at low RH and for large mirrors
• Scanning system already in ELI ALPS including GDD. We have Chromatis 2’’
• Dry air necessary
• Reflectivity above 99.8%
• Is cavity ring-down the only option?
• Chemical surface contamination in vacuum (next slide)

Date:

Page: 2

Chemical surface contamination in
vacuum
• NVR detection by FTIR spectroscopy
• RGA scanning
• Quartz resonator
• Plasma cleaning – Oxygen radicals
• UV lamp cleaning + Ozone
• Laser cleaning
• Oxygen with ultrafast beam

Date: 30.01.2019

Page: 3

Main challenges in Diagnostics
• Pulse duration with pointing fluctuations
• Spider, Wizzler
• Single shot AC, D-scan
• Contrast with pointing (and low energy)
• Tundra
• Sequoia
• Contrast in single shot
• Full aperture calorimetry
• Spectrometry and absolute wavelength measurement

Date:

Page: 4

Interferometry of large coated flats
• We have 4’’ Zygo Dynafiz HeNe interferometer
• Ideal for long cavities
• Hepa filters on during measurement to mix air (averaging)
• Refractive Beam Expander to Ø500mm
• Measurement of coated flats with 633nm is challenging
• i.e. periscope mirrors must use Au coated RF

Date:

Page: 5

Diagnostics of secondary
XUV/X-ray sources
@ ELI Beamlines

Author: Jaroslav Nejdl

Date:

Page:

Laser-driven x-ray sources for users
E1

L1 driver

Astrella backup

E2/E3

1 kHz, 6 mJ, 35 fs

1 kHz, 100 mJ, 20 fs

High-order harmonic beamline

6 mJ, 35 fs
from 2018

L1: 100 mJ, <20fs
from late 2019

Wavelength

10 -120 nm

5 -120 nm

Photons/shot

1E7 to 1E9

few 1E9 -1E12

Duration

< 20 fs

< 10 fs

Polarization

Linear

Lin./Circ./Eliptic.

10 Hz, 30 J, 30 fs

Plasma X-ray source

Betatron/Compton

6 mJ laser
(35 fs)

100 mJ laser
(20 fs)

photon energy

3 - 40 keV

3 – 80 keV

photon energy

10- 100 keV

50 – 5000 keV

photons/(4π sr line or
1keV @10keV)

> 1E7

> 1E9

photons/shot

> 1E8

> 1E8

Source size

< 100 µm

< 100 µm

Source size

< 10 µm

< 10 µm

pulse duration

< 300 fs

<300 fs

pulse duration

< 30 fs

< 30 fs

14.2.2019
Date:

L3 driver

Page: 2

Betatron

Compton

HHG beam diagnostics
O. Hort et al. Opt. Exp. 27,4 – in print
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HHG beam diagnostics
O. Hort et al. Opt. Exp. 27,4 – in print

1. Wavefront sensor:

PV=1.9

Hartmann type
Accuracy < /5
RMS=0.37

2. Absolute off-line energy meter:

Xe, f=5000 mm, 3.5 cm, 12 mbar

Q

0.35
0.3

0.1
0.05
0

t

0.4

0.2
0.15

U (V)

Responsivity (A/W)

calibrated Si photodiode

0.45

0.25

20

40

3. Relative on-line energy meter:

60
 (nm)

80

100

120

1 2
U (t )dt , [C ]
R t1

EXUV 

0.25
0.2

Q
,[ J ]
Res

0.15
0.1
0.05

photocurrent from filters

0
0

-4

x 10

2

4

6
time (s)

8

U (V)

-4
-6
-8
-10
-12
-6

14.2.2019
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-4

-2

0

2
time (s)

4

6

8

12
-7

-2

signal without amplification:

10

x 10

0

10
-7

x 10

HHG beam diagnostics
O. Hort et al. Opt. Exp. 27,4 – in print

4. Spectrometer: toroidal mirror and spherical VLS grating
+ variable slit (for spectral resolution vs. sensitivity)
- Spectral range: 5-120 nm (two gratings: 600 l/mm and 1200 l/mm)
∆𝜆
𝜆

10

Xe

Ar

Imaging the source in both directions (near field in vertical dir.)
14.2.2019
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HHG beam diagnostics
Spectrometer alternative: cylindrical mirror and spherical Spectral range: 5-120 nm (two gratings: 600 l/mm and 1200 l/mm)
40

50

px

60

70

Ar spectra

80

90
100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

px

30

35

H43

H45

H47

H49

H51

H53

H57

H55

H59

H61

H63

H65

H67 H69 H71

H73
H75

H77
H79

40

H81
H83
H85

px

45

50

55

60

He spectra

65

400

500

600

700

800

Ne

900

px

Imaging the source in horizontal direction only (far field in vertical dir.)
14.2.2019
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PXS diagnostics
•

•

CCD: Deep depletion back illuminated (0-20 keV), 4Mpix
•

Spectrum (single photon counting- “single shot”)

•

Average power (estimation of pulse energy)

•

Source size (beam diameter) through pinhole imaging/ knife edge

AMPTEK spectrometers: Si PiN (E<20 keV), CdTe (E<200 keV)
•

•

Spectrum (single photon counting- multi-shot)

X-ray diode (Si PiN 300 microns)
•

Energy (single shot)

•

Energy fluctuations

Ne

Pulse duration – only pump-probe experiments – not considered as inbuilt diagnostics
14.2.2019
Date:

7
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Betatron X-ray diagnostics
•

Spectrum, pulse energy (CCD/diodes), spatial properties: see PXS

•

Ross filter technique (2 sets: 5-20 keV and 9-90 keV)

Ne

14.2.2019
Date:
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Fyzikální ústav AV ČR, v. v. i.
Na Slovance 2
182 21 Praha 8
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Jaroslav.Nejdl@eli-beams.eu
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EUROPEAN UNION

Project co‐financed by the European Regional Development Fund through the Competitiveness Operational Programme
“Investing in Sustainable Development”
Extreme Light Infrastructure-Nuclear Physics
(ELI-NP) - Phase II
nuclear physics

Extreme Light Infrastructure – Nuclear Physics
diagnostics
Daniel Ursescu
For ELI‐NP Research Activities 1: Laser System

ELITRANS Workshop, 14.02.2019, Czech Republic

Content
• HPLS status
• Laser beam delivery
• Diagnostics

Content
• HPLS status
• Laser beam delivery
• Diagnostics

HPLS architecture

▌ Based on a hybrid double CPA configuration

1PW

CPA 1 - TiSa regen amplifier
XPW for contrast and spectrum
enhancement
OPCPA for contrast
enhancement
CPA 2 for energy and energy
stability – TiSa multipass amplifiers
100 TW @10Hz

Ce document ne peut être reproduit, modifié, adapté, publié, traduit, d'une quelconque façon, en tout ou partie,
ni divulgué à un tiers sans l'accord préalable et écrit de Thales - ©Thales 2015 Tous Droits réservés.
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100TW

CPA 2 for energy and energy
stability – TiSa multipass amplifiers
1PW @1Hz

10PW

CPA 2 for energy and energy
stability – TiSa multipass amplifiers
10 PW @ 1 shot/min

THALES GROUP INTERNAL
Le 30 septembre 2015

High Power Laser System expectations at 10PW

Energy/pulse
Central wavelength
Spectral bandwidth (FWHM)
Spectral bandwidth (at nearly zero level
of intensity)
Pulse duration (FWHM)
FWHM beam diameter/Full aperture
beam diameter
Repetition rate
Strehl ratio
Pointing stability
Beam height to the floor

min
150
814
55
120

max
225
825
65
130

unit
J
nm
nm
nm

15

22.5 fs

450/550

mm

1

pulse
/min

0.8
2

0.95
5
µrad

1500

1510 mm

2019, February 5th

Both Front ends operational: remotely controlled
All 48 pump lasers, in final position, operational, tested;
2x AMP1, 4J@10Hz operational; 2xAMP2, 39J@1Hz operational; 2xAmp 3.1, 80J+1xAmp3.2, 209 J @1 shot/minute
6x Compressors aligned, inclusive the output diagnostics benches

High Power Laser System preliminary tests on ELI-NP site
ARM #1
Energy/pulse
Central wavelength
Ns contrast
Ps contrast
Pulse duration (FWHM)
FWHM beam diameter
Repetition rate
Strehl ratio
Pointing stability
Energy stability

100TW 1PW unit
2.31
24.2 J
805
807 nm
10^‐9 10^‐9
10^‐11 10^‐11
23.1
55
10
0.84
3.3
2.6%

23.6
180
1
0.86
1.9
4%

fs
mm
Hz
µrad

Content
• HPLS status
• Laser beam delivery
• Diagnostics

comments
70.5% compressors transmission
(~80nm bandwidth FWHM)
Regen to be tuned.
Device limited. 1PW to be
optimised
Full aperture, full amplification, 1%

Rms, for 300 shots. Down to 1% for
100 consecutive 1PW shots

ELI-NP Laser Beam Transport System
Completed design
Contract awarded

Laser Beam Transport System Layout v5
In house integration

Content
• HPLS status
• Laser beam delivery
• Diagnostics

Beam sampling
• Compensation of the distortions induced by beam sampling
• Non‐invasive beam sampling

Beam sampling
• Compensation of the distortions induced by beam sampling
• Non‐invasive beam sampling

Pulse duration and phase
measurements . WIZZLER device
• Use XPW (cross polarized wave generation) effect
• Interferometric measurements
• Required: specific beam size and

∆𝒕 ∗ ∆𝝎

Wizzler device

𝟐 𝑭𝑳
DAZZLER‐ Wizzler correction loop #used at
ELI‐NP

Gabriel BLEOTU- ELI-NP Young Researcher's Days, 29 Nov

Actual problem
Experimental area

HPLS

Compressor

𝝉𝒆𝒙𝒑

𝝉𝒆𝒙𝒑

Diagnostics
bench

Sampling

𝝉𝑫𝒊𝒂𝒈.

𝝉𝑫𝒊𝒂𝒈.

Wizzler
TAIGA

Window +
Leakage Mirror
Large dispersion
(30‐ 120 mm of glass)

Positive chirp:

𝟐𝟐𝒇𝒔 → 𝟒𝟗𝟏 𝒇𝒔 @ 𝟏𝑷𝑾

Gabriel BLEOTU- ELI-NP Young Researcher's Days, 29 Nov

The problem: Distortion of the sampled pulse
Place

Window
(mm)

Leakage mirror Φ𝟐 λ
(mm)

𝒇𝒔𝟐 )

Φ𝟑 𝝀

𝒇𝒔𝟑 )

25 fs
sampled
pulse (fs)

100 TW 15 (Silica)

20 @45°
(BK7/Silica)

1530

1205

>160

1 PW

40 (BK7)

60 @45°
(Fused Silica)

4748

3659

>491

10 PW

65 (F. Silica) 80 @45°
(Silica)

6298

4960

>652

Table 1: Dispersion introduced by the materials

‐ Increasing of pulse duration;
‐ Increasing the magnitude of spectral phase

where Φ𝒊 𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝒐𝒇 𝒊𝒕𝒉 𝒐𝒓𝒅𝒆𝒓

Problem and general solution
Experimental area

HPLS

Compressor

Diagnostics
Bench

Sampling

Experimental area

HPLS

𝝉𝒆𝒙𝒑

𝝉𝑫𝒊𝒂𝒈.

𝟐𝟓𝒇𝒔

𝟒𝟗𝟏 𝒇𝒔

𝝉𝒆𝒙𝒑

𝝉𝑫𝒊𝒂𝒈.

Compressor
Sampling

Diagnostics
Bench

Solution

Sampling dispersion
compensation

Options for the Solution:
Device
Materials
Stretcher
Compressor
Prisms
GRISMs
Chirped Mirrors

Φ𝟐 λ
>0
>0
<0
< 0 or > 0
< 0 or > 0
< 0 or > 0

Φ𝟑 λ
>0
<0
>0
< 0 or > 0
< 0 or > 0
< 0 or > 0

Table 2: Sign of dispersion orders
Gabriel BLEOTU- ELI-NP Young Researcher's Days, 29 Nov

𝟐𝟓 𝒇𝒔

Results

This type of setup is able to compensate for higher material dispersion, even for 1 PW or 10 PW extraction
optics varying the incident angle and the insertion position.

Beam sampling
• Compensation of the distortions induced by beam sampling
• Non‐invasive beam sampling

Compressor raytracing

G

G

G

G

G

G

Using the 0th order from the 3th grating and additional gratings to compress the pulse
Patent pending

Metrology at Interaction Chamber
Experimental area

HPLS

Compressor
Sampling

Diagnostics
Bench

ELI‐NP HPLS IC proposed
diagnostics scenario
• HPLS diagnostic bench (HPLS‐DB) is used for on
shot measurements
• IC diagnostic bench (IC‐DB) is used for calibration of
the HPLS‐DB
• Propagation software is used to calculate the laser
beam parameters in the focus based on the HPLS‐
DB measurements and using the calibration factors
obtained using the IC‐DB
• Best focus is achieved by using a wavefront sensor
measurement directly in the focus of the beam

HPLS‐Diagnostic bench
Implemented after the compressor on the
leakage of an extraction mirror.
Parameter

Device

Near field

CCD

Far field

CCD

Wavefront

Imagin optics Wavefront sensor

Pulse duration
Spectral phase

Wizzler

Spectrum
ns‐contrast

Fast photodiodes and oscilloscope

ps‐contrast

Tundra

Energy

Gentec energy‐meter

ID1

IC‐Diagnostic bench
Parameter

Device

Far field

CCD (high resolution)

Pulse duration

2 axis movable 1” sampling mirror
1” vacuum fused silica window
Low GDD beam spliters

Spectral phase

Frog or D‐Scan or Wizzler or Spider (D‐Scan preferable: order
of cm of material in the beam can be compensated for)

Spectrum

Ocean optics (fiber coupled)

ns‐contrast

Fast photodiodes and oscilloscope (ns rise time, delayed in
the oscilloscope, one attenuated for 13 order of magnitude
dynamic range)

Energy

Gentec energy‐meter (Q12)

1200x750 bread board

IC‐Focus optimization
Parameter

Device

Near field
Wavefront sensor (Phasics is best for the high NA, is able to
measure directly beams with f#1.5)

Far field
Wavefront

Matrix of Parameters and Devices for HPLS‐DB and IC‐DB
Parameter

HPLS –DB Device

Near field

CCD

Far field

CCD

Wavefront

Imagin optics Wavefront sensor

IC‐DB Devices

Wavefront sensor (Phasics is best for the high NA)

Pulse duration
Spectral phase

Wizzler

Spectrum

FROG or D‐Scan
Spectrometer (ocean optics)

ns‐contrast

Fast photodiodes and oscilloscope

ps‐contrast

Tundra

Energy

Gentec energy‐meter

Fast photodiodes and oscilloscope
https://www.thorlabs.com/thorproduct.cfm?partnumber=DET025A/M

N.A.
Energy‐meter (Gentec)
Breadboard + optics + opto mechanics (air)
Beam sampler (pick off) (vacuum)

Slide 25
ID1

For 300J in a 550mm beam we will have ~188mJ/cm^2
On our sampled beam of about 1” we will have about 900mJ
If we sample further more the beam and we attenuate I consider that the Gentec Q12 is the best choice
for the energy-meter on the diag bench
(https://www.gentec-eo.com/products/energy-detectors/QE12#200508).
Ioan Dancus; 25.07.2017

Wrap up
• The HPLS diagnostic bench from Thales covers all ELITRANS
proposed parameters: Energy and Power, Spectral, Temporal,
Spatial
• Spatio‐temporal couplings are subject to internal developments for
measurement devices (e. g. inverted field auto‐correlator for
wavefront tilt measurements was tested); also spatial and angular
monitor on diag. bench
• Polarization not relevant at this stage; measuring device in the
Optics Lab to be used in the future, with circular polarization system.
• Preservation of the laser parameters at the experimental areas will
be validated using calibration procedure with an additional
diagnostics bench; hence on shot parameters will be provided
• Beam sampling at full aperture = major challenge

Thank you!
ELI‐NP Team, March 5, 2013
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Workshop o n the standardization of diagnostics a n d
metrology protocols

Metrology of high energy b e a m s
in Amplitude Laser
Luc VIGROUX
Product Line manager
Dolní Břežany (Czechia) 14-02-2019

Summary

01

02

Goal of beam
characterization

ELI-ALPS: PW
Metrology Bench

03
Contrast
me a s ure me nt

2

04
Conclusion

Beam characterisation: Why ?

Laboratory : User

Industry : Laser supplier

Goal :

Goal :
•

Demonstration of laser conformity

•

Detection of issues in the laser system

•

Knowledge of beam parameters in target
area.

•

Full knowledge of experimental parameters

Requirements :

Requirements :

•

Beam characteristics only affected by
the supplied items

•

“In situ” measurement

•

Recognized measurement technique
and tools

•

Single shot

•

Measurement accuracy

3

ELI-ALPS:PWMetrology Bench
Experimental
chamber
34J

Other measures

Main amplifier

51J

Compressor

34J

0.34J

Metro.Telescope
T=6.8%

23mJ

METROL. BENCH
+ ATT. T=8.1%

1.86mJ

Short pulseline

Experimental
chamber

Other measures

Main amplifier
+ Att T=0,081%

41mJ

Compressor

28 mJ

Metro.Telescope
T=6.8%

1,88mJ

METROL. BENCH

1.86mJ

Short pulseline

4

ELI-ALPS:PWMetrology Bench

Experimental
chamber
34J

Main amplifier

51J

Compressor

Other measures
34J

0.34J

Met ro.Te lescope
T=6.8%

23mJ

METROL. BENCH
+ ATT.T=8.1%

1.86mJ

Short pulseline

Experimental
chamber

Main amplifier
+ Att T=0,081%

Other measures
41mJ

Compressor

28 mJ

Metro.Telescope
T=6.8%

1,88mJ

METROL. BENCH

1.86mJ

Short pulseline

5

lv1

ELI-ALPS:Compressor

To metrology
bench

To the experimental chamber

6

Diapositive 6
lv1

luc vigroux; 13/02/2019

PWMetrologyBench

Reducing Telescope : 1/12

Imaging telescope

Wizzler
PHADIM
Sequoia HD
7

Wavefront analyser (SID4)

Photodiode for
ns contrast

Energy
measurement

Pointing control
camera

Input beam
centering camera
Wizzler for phase
and durationmeasurement

Camera for
beam profile

Sequoia HD fo8r ps
contrast measurement

Phadin for phase front
angular
dispersion measurement

Contrast measurement tools:
SEQUOIA:
• Dynamic Range >109
• Total Scanning Range >500ps

SEQUOIAHD:
• Dynamic Range: >1013
• Total Scanning Range >5ns

11

How to calibrate the contrast measurement?
Generation of calibrated pulses train with a Perrot-Fabry interferometer.
R= 30%

ARCoating

ARCoating

How to calibrate the contrast measurement?

Post pulse measurement
1E+00
1E-01
1E-02
1E-03
1E-04
1E-05
1E-06
1E-07
1E-08
1E-09
1E-10

0

2

4

6
Theory

SHDmeasurement

8

10

12

Conclusion :

Challenging measurement on PW class beam :

• Full aperture temporal measurement ( duration &contrast)
• Critical energy level for measurement (contrast @ high dynamic)

Thank you for listening!
:

Luc VIGROUX

Ti:Sa SP Product Line Manager
Science B u s i ne ss Unit
2 rue du bois Chaland
CE 2926 Lisses 91029 Evry - France
Office +33 1 69 11 27 92
luc.vigroux@amplitude-laser.com / www.amplitude-laser.com
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Femto Easy
ELITRANS
Workshop
dubrouil@femtoeasy.eu
+33 9 72 60 37 92

Presentation
• Founded in February 2016
• Spin-off of CELIA Lab from Bordeaux
• Founded by Antoine Dubrouil and Stéphane Lecorné
• 7 persons
• Capital 91 371 €

Headquarter at Le Barp -> will move to Pessac in April for 200 m² of factory
Presentation Femto Easy

2

Activity
Ultrafast Instrumentation
• Hardware and software

• Temporal measurements

• Spectral measurements

• Spatial measurements
Presentation Femto Easy

3

Products
Temporal measurements
Row Optical Correlator
5 fs to 10 ps
480 nm to 2100 nm

• Easy to use
• 2 minutes to install and start measuring
• Single shot up to 80 kHz
• Spatially resolved measurements
• Robust and accurate
• No user calibration
• Down to 5 fs
• Broad spectral range available
• Compact and transportable

Video_ROC.avi
Presentation Femto Easy

4

Products
Temporal measurements

Presentation Femto Easy

5

Products
Measurements example with STC
Duration not uniform along the beam diameter

Presentation Femto Easy

6

Products
The PFT effect

Beam path position

AC ‘X’

Femto Easy ROC

End of setup

30 fs

55 fs

Laser output (3.5 mJ)

‐

41 fs

Good reflection of
wedge

‐

41 fs

Wrong reflection of
wedge

‐

55 fs

Setup modify to take the good reflection of wedge
Beam path position

AC ‘X’

Femto Easy ROC

End of setup

41 fs

41 fs

Presentation Femto Easy
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Products
Temporal and spectral measurements
Biprisme Optical Autocorrelator with Retrieval
10 fs to 1.3 ps
1200 nm to 2400 nm

• Easy to use
• Temporal and spectral measurement
• Real time chirp measurement
• No phase matching issues
• Broad spectral range without tweaking
• Non sensitive to polarization
• Suitable for any rep rate
• Single shot up to 150 kHz
• Sub-10 fs in the NIR
• Achromatic and non-dispersive
Presentation Femto Easy

Ideal for OPA !
Measure accuratly the
central wavelength by FTIR
8

Products
Temporal measurements

Presentation Femto Easy
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Products
Temporal and spectral measurements
Frequency Resolved Optical Gating
4 fs to 10 ps
500 nm to 2000 nm

• Easy to use
• Real time phase retrieval
• Single shot up to 80 kHz
• Switchable spectrometer andcrystal
• High level of accuracy
• No tweaking or calibration necessary
• Down to 4 fs
• Broad spectral range available
• Achromatic and non dispersive for the short pulse models
Presentation Femto Easy
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Products
Temporal measurements

Presentation Femto Easy
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Products
Spectral and spatial measurements
Mini Imaging Spatial Spectrometer
•
•
•
•
•
•

Powerful and user friendly software
Compact design
From 240 to 1100 nm models available
High spatial and spectral resolution
Input beam diameter up to 12.7 mm
Fiber input compatible

Beam size : 50 µm to 12.7 mm
Spectral range : 240 to 1100 nm

Presentation Femto Easy
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Products
Spectral and spatial measurements

Presentation Femto Easy

13

Products
Spectral and spatial measurements

Presentation Femto Easy

14

Products
Measurements example with STC

Presentation Femto Easy

15

Products
Measurements example with STC
Bandwith is broader on the edge
than at the center of the beam

Presentation Femto Easy

Central wavelentgh is shifting by
6 nm along the beam diameter

16

Products
Spectral and spatial measurements
+ beam rotation and translation
Complet spatio-spectral
reconstruction

•

Acquisition in few seconds

•

Also we are devlopping a single shot version for STC characterization

Presentation Femto Easy
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Products
Spatial measurements
Beam Profiler
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Powerful and user friendly software
High resolution
• Up to 20 Mpx and 1.85 µm px size
Compact design
12 Bit dynamic -72 dB
Two wavelength range available
Neutral density filters available
C-mount
Custom sensor design available
Windowless options available
Presentation Femto Easy

Beam size : 10 µm to 11 mm
190 nm to 1100 nm

18

Software interface
• Modern, Powerful and User-friendly
• Touchscreen, mobile apps…
• Standard communication Protocol

Constantly developing and improving
Custom development upon request

-> integrable in any software environment
• Highly optimized C++ and java interface (No Labview !)

Presentation Femto Easy

19

Fully interated Diag Box 1
• Spatio-spectro-temporal characterization

If controlled mirror and phase shaper :
• Pulse compression algorithm
• Beam pointing stabilization

JNPLI 2018 - Femto Easy

20

Fully interated Diag Box 2
• spatio-spectro-temporal characterization
• Spectral phase

If controlled mirror and phase shaper :
• Real time phase loop for TF limited
pulses
• Pulse shaping in time
• Beam pointing stabilization

JNPLI 2018 - Femto Easy
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Laser pulse metrology for high‐
energy, high‐peak‐power laser
systems
Mike Donovan
National Energetics
ELITRANS Workshop
14 February 2019

Agenda:
• Perspective of Presentation
• Application of Standardized Metrology to L4 Laser System
• Comments on Protocols and Procedures as Applies to L4
1. Energy and Power
2. Spectrum
3. Temporal Shape
4. Spatial Data
5. Spatio‐temporal and Polarization Data

Perspective: High‐energy, high‐peak power laser system
Shot on demand—1‐3 minutes between shots
~kJ pulse energy
~150‐fs or 10‐ns pulse duration

Various characteristics of the laser pulse are needed at many points in the system
… but the science user really cares about pulse characteristics on target
Oscillator

Short pulse Front End
Nonlinear
APL pump
cleaner 1mJ,
250 mJ, 20ps
<120fs

External
RF clock
(ETS)

ps-OPA
I,II,III 20mJ,
10ps

Yb-Fiber 10ps
oscillator chirp

Long Pulse Front
End
temporally shaped,
spatially shaped,
1shot/min

Pre120fs mini
stretcher 70compressor
80ps

1PW
optional
compressor

Rod amps
30J, 10ns
ISO

ns-OPCPA pre-amplifier
Vacuum
stretcher
3ns

Pump I
1J, 4ns

Dazzler
0.1mJ

OPA I

Power amplifier 2 (phosphate glass)
OAP
OAP
VC2

Pump III
5J, 4ns

SAper.
OPA II

Power amplifier 1 (silicate glass)
>100J

Pump IV
5J, 4ns

OPA III

ISO

OPA IV

Pump V
5J, 4ns

OPA V

>3J
OAP

L-turn

OAP
DFM1

pinholes
OAP

OAP
switch

Pump II
5J, 4ns

VC1

L-turn

pinholes

VC3
(S/P pol)

10PW Compressor

>1500J
DFM2

Beam
dump
CIS

Many pulse characteristics are needed to ensure desired output and to avoid optical damage

A CAD perspective of the L4
Laser

Shots on target:
• Full energy, compressed, focused pulse interacts in complex, nonlinear ways  important to
know characteristics of each pulse rather than averages
• Measurements need to be scaled from full‐aperture mirror leakage or sub‐aperture pickoffs
• Measurements done in conjugate focal plane in output diagnostics package
• Fast f/# focusing adds great uncertainty in on‐target intensity (irradiance) and fluence
• Repetition rate of experimental diagnostics a major challenge

Energy and Power Standards
Energy
•
•
•
•
•

Calorimeter measurements scaled to full energy are the only choice for on‐shot data
Statistical mean and uncertainty matter for planning, but not for processing of experimental data
Must remember that the physics is nonlinear  limited range where data can be averaged
Differences between measurement optics and full‐energy pulse optics matter
Spectral transmission of leakage mirrors can make energy measurements a challenge

Fluctuation
• 100‐successive‐pulse standard is probably not workable at 10‐PW rep rate except over days of identical shots
• Pulse delivery conditions often vary by user choice—fluctuation is meaningful only under same conditions
Fluence/Intensity
• Beam diameter a difficult measurement (where is beam diameter section?) Hard to be sure target is in the
focal plane, diameter can change through depth of target
• Peak fluence/intensity determined by single pixel? May matter little for experimental data
Power
• Average power not important at ~1 shot per minute or slower
• Accurate instantaneous power would require single‐shot cross‐correlation measurement on shot

Spectrum Measurement Standards
Central Wavelength
• Most high‐intensity laser‐plasma physics not highly dependent on central wavelength
Bandwidth
• Bandwidth matters for pulse compressibility; spectral energy/power distribution more valuable
Measured OPCPA
output

Simulated OPCPA
output

Arrow represents 13 nm

• Bandwidth varies drastically at various stages in the system;
power amplifiers significantly reduce bandwidth
156 fs
Spectral phase
• Used to achieve best compression, but not important to users
Note: Spectrum from a leakage mirror may be very different from the spectrum of the reflected pulse

Temporal Shape Measurement Standards
Pulse duration
• For on‐shot diagnostics, you need a single shot auto‐ or cross‐correlator; Dazzler/Wizzler does a good
job
• Rep rate is too slow for scanning systems
• Pulse duration and pulse duration measurements can vary across the beam profile
• Pulse duration can be affected by chromatic and achromatic aberrations, and by chromatic dispersion
• Mid‐spatial‐frequency wavefront deviations from optics and cooling fluid could affect autocorrelation
measurements across the beam profile
• For ultra‐high peak powers, the pedestal is extremely important, and not captured in the pulse duration
Contrast
• Very important, but difficult to get the required dynamic range
• Need different techniques for ns‐contrast and ps‐contrast
• Different sources of ns‐pre‐pulses (pencil beams, scattering) and ns‐pedestals (parasitic fluorescence)
and ps‐pedestals (higher‐order phase compensation)
• ns‐prepulses cannot be measured with autocorrelation techniques; need to use photodiodes
protected by glass plates or water cells (need someone more expert than me)
Pointing stability
• Can be done at low energy to understand most issues
• On‐shot data comparing aim point to pulse profile centroid is best data for experimental planning

Spatial Data
Beam diameter
• Away from the focal plane or far‐field, the beam profile may vary drastically due to diffraction, and
beam diameter is a questionable property
• Background subtraction is an art
• High intensity lasers often produce gamma‐rays which take out camera pixels
• In practice, it may be more useful for an experimenter to define a beam diameter which encloses 50% or
80% of the pulse energy
Beam divergence
• The method described works for Gaussian beams, but not for beams whose spatial profiles evolve with
propagation
• M2 is a more useful metric
4J
Beam pointing stability
• The standard of 1000 shots is not applicable to L4
• Some of the methods can be used at low power, but not at full power
• Beam pointing stability issues compound down the optical path

Energy stability ~0.7%
RMS
Beam pointing stability
~ 4 µrad

Strehl ratio
• Should specify whether this is relative to a flat wavefront distribution or to the laser wavefront distribution
• Strehl can depend on dynamic system aberrations induced by, for example, thermal lensing or coolant flow

Spatio‐temporal Data
• All of these techniques rely on special equipment that I have not used
• I am not sure how important it is to determine this data for 150‐fs pulses

Polarization Data
• The multiple Brewster’s angle multi‐passed surfaces make L4 an excellent polarizer
• I do not see how one measures the four Stokes parameters on a single shot measurement
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Spatial (beam profile, wavefront, beam pointing stability)



Temporal (pulse duration, contrast ratio)



Spectral measurement (spectrum)

Two kind of use


Integration and acceptation of the laser beams



Operation and experimentation

One major issue
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Accurate temporal measurement in operation
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Three kind of parameters to monitor

BELLA: Metrology configuration
(1/2)
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Leakage mirror used at the output of the compressor
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Metrology configuration
(2/2)
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Spatials (beam profile, wavefront, beam pointing stability, …)



Temporals (pulse duration, contrast ratio, …)

Delivered by the customer
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Diagnostics and beam characterization
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Near field beam profile (1/2)

Near field beam profile
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Far field beam profile
(1/2)

Far field beam profile with non-optimized correction
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Farfield beam profile (2/2)

Farfield beam profile with correction performed by Deformable
Mirror:
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Strehl ratio: 0.93
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Beam pointing stability

Beam pointing stability (over 600 shots) < 1 µrad r.m.s
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28 fs without leaky mirror



40 fs with leaky mirror
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Pulse duration (1/2)

Pulse duration measurement at LBNL through leaky mirror
< 40 fs

Thales Optronique

Pulse duration (2/2)

Measured pulse duration:
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Spectral measurement through leaky
mirror
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Spectral measurement: with
compensator

HPLS Beams diagnostics (1/4)
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Each Front End and amplifier stage has the following permanent
diagnostic


Spatial measurement:




Spectral measurement




near field beam profile
spectrum

Energy measurement


pulse energy

AMP2 diagnostic
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Integration, acceptation and operation of the laser beams (100TW,
1PW, 10PW)
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HPLS Beams diagnostics (2/4)
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Integration and acceptation of the laser beams (100TW, 1PW, 10PW)
Each bench enables to achieve as described in the Acceptance Test
Procedure:






Spatial measurement:


near and far field beam profiles



wavefront (Strehl ratio)



beam pointing stability

Temporal measurement:


pulse duration



contrast (ns and ps)

Spectral measurement




Energy measurement
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spectrum

pulse energy
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HPLS Beams diagnostics (3/4)
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Integration and acceptation of the laser beams (100TW, 1PW, 10PW)
Each bench enables to achieve as described in the Acceptance Test
Procedure:






Spatial measurement:


near and far field beam profiles



wavefront (Strehl ratio)



beam pointing stability

Temporal measurement:


pulse duration



contrast (ns and ps)

Spectral measurement
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spectrum

Energy measurement


pulse energy
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HPLS Beams diagnostics (4/4)
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Operation and experimentation
Each bench enables to achieve:




Spatial measurement:


near and far field beam profile



wavefront



beam pointing stability

Temporal measurement:




Energy measurement




pulse energy

Each bench enables to achieve on demand:


Temporal measurement:
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ns contrast

ps contrast
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Standardisation in the future ?



A goal to be reached ….not at any price !



Will require large consensus within the community taken in its widest extent
(developers/users, academia/industry, etc…)



Introduce methods and their related instrumentation once TRL is high enough



Avoid monopolistic situations and limitation of innovation potential: promote
open enough standards so that different IP-protected methods can really
compete.



Use instrumentation which is commercially available without any restriction
Start from the simplest the things and then going to more complex situations



Establish a tentative roadmap



Rely on existing institutions (Laserlab Europe, ELI, ICUIL committee) rather
than creating a new ad hoc body



If thinking to go to ISO, establish first a consensus within the community,
including industry



Work on a wide international basis, not only EU



Other important aspects: training, calibration & certification, data format &
processing, software interface, protection against radiation & EMP ….
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Closing Session – Future
standardisation
opportunities

 Goal of the ELITRANS WP4: to put people around the table to discuss a set of definitions
for parameters and how to measure it
 Goal of the workshop: to present the work done by WP4 to a selected group of
representative of operators, users and industry.
Next step:
 Preliminary conclusions about the set of common definition (to be detailed by the survey):
good starting point? Something major missing?
 Establish a working plan to move to next step: from definition to implementation.
Key technological problems:
 full aperture measures (especially for HP lasers). What to do?
 Impact of the measuring conditions (alignment). What to do?
 Acquisition condition: real time, averaged, single‐shot
 Spatio‐temporal effects

 Goal of the ELITRANS WP4: to put people around the table to discuss a set of definitions
for parameters and how to measure it.
 Goal of the workshop: to present the work done by WP4 to a selected group of
representative of operators, users and industry.
Next step:
 Preliminary conclusions about the set of common definition (to be detailed by the survey):
good starting point? Something major missing?
 Establish a working plan to move to next step: from definition to implementation.

Standardization:
 Do we need an ISO?
 How to heavily involve industry?
 How to have statistic on metrology devices
Role of the different parts of the community.
 Operators? Users? Industry? What is the best way to involve the communities?

Establish a working plan to move to next step: from definition to implementation
 Where do we want to be in 3‐4 years from now?







Training
Involvement of industry
Beam sampling
Spatio‐temporal
Data treatment and availability (security af data format)
Safety (environment metrology once or routine)

 Next step: ELI take the lead and presents the different elements.

